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Take Control
with Stateless Akros
As a network engineer, you are all too familiar
with disparate network appliances that you are
unable to orchestrate, customize or integrate.
Stateless Akros is a network services platform
built to simplify and streamline your cloud
environment so you can quickly deploy
customized network services for your tenants.
The API-driven platform gives you
unprecedented visibility and customization
capabilities. This extends to your tenants who
are able to view and modify their network
settings through an easy to use dashboard
Simplified Infrastructure with Rich APIs
One of the largest struggles for network
engineers today is the poor-quality APIs of
existing network appliances. Operators are
left with a collection of disparate physical
and virtual appliances that they are unable to
orchestrate or control.
The Akros API allows you to overcome these
challenges and streamline your network
infrastructure. Once difficult tasks require
minimal effort as the platform controls all
functions across your network.
API calls automate every aspect of your network
including configuration, resource management,
QoS, reporting and billing. Any tasks you can
perform in the Web UI can be completed via API
call, freeing your time to complete new projects
and push your business forward.

The API also enables integrations with
existing systems that you use to manage your
infrastructure in its entirety. In the future, Akros
will seamlessly integrate with products like
OpenStack and vSphere through plug-ins.
Tenant Dashboard
The rich data from the Akros API is passed on
to tenant users who are given view into their
network through a portal. The Akros tenant
portal gives users control while abstracting
away complexity associated with large scale
network management.
Tenants have control to modify their own
network in isolation. Modifications made in
the tenant portal will not affect the underlying
platform or another tenant’s network.
By providing tenants with insight and control,
you will experience a decrease in trouble tickets
and tenant requests, freeing your time to think
strategically about your infrastructure.

About Stateless
Stateless was founded with the mission of
making sophisticated networks dead simple
to manage. We believe in partnering with
our customers to turn networking into a
competitive advantage and unleashing the
power of their infrastructure stack. To learn
more, visit us at BeStateless.com.

